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WHY TBT MATTERS SO MUCH TO ME  

YOM KIPPUR   

Bokher Tov.  Good Morning.   My name is Bruce Topolosky.  I am a member of the 

TBT Board of Directors, and as such, the Director of Facilities.  Essentially, I am 

responsible for overseeing the maintenance of TBT, the building and its grounds, 

including our Cemetery, which is located in Clinton, Connecticut.    The latter is a 

relatively easy responsibility as there are minimal issues or concerns.   The 

former, however, is one of increasing challenges due to the age of the 

infrastructure as recently demonstrated with our Air Conditioning system that is 

now on life support.  Both the Rabbi and our TBT administrator, Kim Romaine can 

attest to this situation but that’s a story for another day.  In addition, I also serve 

as the Chairperson for the TBT Construction Committee which is responsible for 

our proposed construction/renovation program that has been a subject of 

discussion and reflection for the past two (2) years.  I can assure you today, that 

momentum is now underway that OPTIMISTICALLY promises, within the next 

eighteen (18) months, to bring REALITY to these deliberations.     
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 To slightly shift course, my PARTNER mate and SOUL for the past 54 years, 

Frayda, - she claims I am her longest project - are relative newcomers to Madison 

and the Ct shoreline.   

 For many years we would spend our summers sailing the East Coast, visiting the 

various shoreline communities.  During that time, we did not identify with any 

particular shoreline community or affiliate with any Jewish organizations until we 

became summer residents in Madison fifteen (15) years ago.    

In 2005, I entered TBT for the very first time, to say Kaddish after the passing of 

my mother ( Aleya Hashalom).   The open responsiveness from both the 

congregation and the Rabbi was quite positive and reinforced the emotional 

continuity of my Jewish faith.     

 Six (6) years ago as a result of our retirement, we decided to relocated full time 

to Madison from Princeton, New Jersey.  Our relocation enabled us to continue to 

pursue two favorite pastimes; sailing and traveling.   By the way, Frayda shares 

the traveling 100%.  She is somewhat less enthusiastic with sailing, BUT we make 

it work!   
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 We love to travel.   We have been all over the world; sailing the Atlantic and 

Pacific Oceans, the Agean and Mediterranean Seas via rented sailboats in addition 

to traveling the various continent’s by car, bus, train, plane or any combination 

thereof.  The experiences have been enlightening, rewarding, and forever 

embedded in our memory banks.      

So, you may ask, what does ANY of this have to do with my interest and 

involvement with TBT?  Excellent question.  

When my mother passed away, I needed a Synagogue, that Synagogue was  

Temple Beth Tikvah.  The Synagogue represents to me, the continuity of my 

Jewish faith.   The Synagogue, as the heart and soul of my faith, was further 

embedded in my conscience as I recall sitting with my grandfather (Alav  

Hashalom) during early morning and Shabbat services so many years ago in 

Columbus, Ohio, when I was a young boy.    The highlighted colors of the stained 

glass windows coupled with the familial warmth enveloping the sanctuary of 

Tifereth Israel reinforced the comfort of the davening, the cordiality of familiarity 

with friends and neighbors, and the sanctity – all of these early remembrances 
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subsequently became the building blocks for both my life interests and 

experiences.    Nostalgia is a powerful force.  

Wherever we travel abroad, we make a point of finding Synagogues to visit, and 

fortunate enough at times, to attend services.   We have visited the Synagogues 

of ITALY, TURKEY, GERMANY, MORROCO, ARGENTINA, MONTEVIDEO, and INDIA 

to name but a few.  Whether the congregations were active, or in some cases, 

served as a tourist attraction to demonstrate that Jews once resided within a 

larger community, the EVIDENCE WAS CLEAR THAT THE SYNAGOGUE IS the 

BEDROCK of the JEWISH COMMUNITY.   We sit in the pews, participating in a 

particular service, but always permitting ourselves to absorb what may have 

existed in the past and, in reality, what is the warmth and familiarization of our 

Jewish faith and the sanctity of the moment.   The importance of the Synagogue 

and what it represents, as a physically functioning structure, affirms the soul of 

our Jewish faith.   

My life experiences have reinforced the IMPORTANCE for sustaining and 

enhancing the Synagogue, the CONTINUITY of the Jewish faith and what it  

REPRESENTS to the Jewish community and to the greater community at large.    
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 When I first encountered anti-Semitism as a teenager, the Synagogue and my  

Rabbi offered me the guidance and support to face the prejudices;  

 as a combatant in Viet Nam, the portable “Aron Kodesh” housing the small Sifrei 

Torah was placed in a bunker or thatched dwelling that became our “makeshift 

Synagogue” as we celebrated Shabbos, usually without a minyan, but always with 

several Vietnamese and Marine “grunts” respecting our identity as Jews.   This 

represented, albeit briefly, the core of my Jewish faith during a time that I was in 

harm’s way;   

 Early in my career, I was a Hospital Administrator of a major University Teaching 

Hospital in New Brunswick, New Jersey.   For more than sixty (60) years of its 

existence, the hospital failed to provide a significant ingredient to the healing 

process.   To correct this situation while facing biased opposition, I solicited the 

Jewish Community to fund, support, and enable the creation of an INTERFAITH 

Chapel and Chaplaincy program within the Hospital to serve individuals of ALL 

faith, including the Jewish patients and their families.      

For all of us, the synagogue offers the continuity of OUR Jewish faith, OUR Jewish 

heart, OUR Jewish soul.  In Hebrew the synagogue has three (3) names: BET-HA- 
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TEFILLA (HOUSE OF PRAYER), BET-HA-KNESSET (HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY), and 

BETHA-MIDRASH (HOUSE OF STUDY).  We exist for the purpose of TIKKUN 

HANEFESH  

(ENRICHING OUR LIVES) and TIKUN OLAM (IMPROVING THE WORLD).  

These are noble purposes.  The bricks and mortar of the synagogue are made 

noble ONLY WHEN WE KNOW WHY WE BUILD.  In this New Year, may we 

continue to build a synagogue full of study and TIKUN OLAM for all of us.    

On behalf of Frayda and I, Shana Tova and G’MAR CH’ATIMAH TOVA - may you be 

sealed for a good year!  

  

  


